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Time (circle one): 12:10 - 1:00 3:10 - 4:00

Please use extra paper as necessary. For each part, partial credit will be assigned based on correct
work (you do need to show some work, enough so that I know how you solved the problem). Please
simplify and box your answers.

When a solid body is partially submerged in liquid, it feels a water-pressure force on each point of
its surface. If the water pressure at a point (x, y, z) is P (x, y, z), then the force on a small area dS
with outward normal n̂ of the surface is:

d~F
dS

= −P n̂

(The minus sign is because the pressure points in.) The aggregate of all the little bits of pressure
can act as a buoyancy force; the total force is:

~Ftotal = −
∫∫

S
P n̂ dS

where S is the surface of the object under the water. The component of ~F in the î-direction (or ĵ
or k̂ or anything else) is:

Fî = î · ~F =
∫∫

S
−P î · n̂ dS

In general, the pressure is

P (x, y, z) =
{
−ρgz, z ≤ 0

0, z ≥ 0

where ρ and g are constants (physically, ρ is the density of water, and g is the strength of gravity);
the minus sign is because we measure z going up, but pressure is higher as you go down. We set
P (x, y, z) = 0 for z ≥ 0, thinking of the water level as z = 0, and pretending that there is no air
pressure.



a. (3 pts) Is −P î = ρgzî the curl of a vector field? If not, explain why not. If so, find a vector
field ~v so that ~∇× ~v = −P î.

b. (2 pts) Consider the situation when the object is only partially submerged, as in Figure 1.
Let S be the surface below the level of the water, and V the volume of the object below the
water. Calculuate, in terms of V , ρ, and g, the integral:

Fî =
∫∫

S
−P î · n̂ dS =

∫∫
S
ρgzî · n̂ dS

c. (3 pts) Is −P k̂ = ρgzk̂ the curl of a vector field? If not, explain why not. If so, find a vector
field ~v so that ~∇× ~v = −P k̂.

d. (2 pts) Consider the situation when the object is fully submerged, as in Figure 2. Let S be
the surface below the level of the water, and V the volume of the object below the water.
Calculuate, in terms of V , ρ, and g, the integral:

Fk̂ =
∫∫

S
−P k̂ · n̂ dS =

∫∫
S
ρgzk̂ · n̂ dS


